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New year, new president, new goals for Dordt College
Rachel Mulder
Staff Writer
Dr. Erik Hoekstra just be-
gan his new role as President
of Dordt College, and is al-
ready busy meeting, greet-
ing, and getting involved in
the college.
One thing President Hoek-
stra does when he is on
campus that isn't in the job
description is to eat in the
Commons, in order to get to
know the student body per-
sonally.
"I want to get to know stu-
dents. There are 1,400 of you
and I won't always remem-
ber names, but I really do
want to know students, their
families, and their stories,"
said Hoekstra.
Although Dordt has a
multi-generational reputa-
tion, which Hoekstra appre-
ciates and will continue to
focus on, he wants to broad-
en Dordt's base.
Hoekstra is constantly
working on raising awareness
of this college, especially for
financial and prayer support.
There are many people from
denominations other than the
Christian Reformed tradition
who haven't heard of Dordt,
so he's working on sharing
Dordt's story with them.
"[Dordt is] such a great
place, so we're going to tell
more people about it; we are
going to tell the story to more
people," said Hoekstra.
Hoekstra also wants to





"We aren't excellent for
our own glory, but because
God's done a great thing
through Christ, we need to
live in thankfulness and do it
awesome," Hoekstra said.
Hoekstra believes the
CORE program is the heart
of Dordt, because "it's a
framework for living, life,
and thinking that all fits to-
gether."
Expanding the science
building is a big project that
is on Hoekstra's mind. Dordt
is close to meeting its,.tinan.-
cial goal, and the college
hopes to break ground next
summer.
Hoekstra believes that a
college education from Dordt
is invaluable, so he works
hard every day to raise mon-
ey for scholarships. Vision
20/20 just ended, but anoth-
er large campaign may take
place in the future.
The daily tasks of a presi-
dent include traveling to var-




things are running smoothly.
Currently Hoekstra is
traveling to hold "Meet the
President" events, where he
tells people what is going on
at Dordt and reminds them to
support Dordt financially and
prayerfully. He has visited
Omaha, Ne.; Sheldon, Iowa;
Mt. Vernon, Wash. and vis-
ited Denver, Colo. this week.
Presidential status wasn't
a goal of Hoekstra's, but he.
was able to imagine it. His
ather waS1'i"csidcnt Of~
ity Christian College when
he was a child, and while he
was in college, his father-in-
law was Trinity's president.
"[Becoming president]
wasn't a goal to shoot for, but
I have always been interested
in leadership and where I can
help out in organizations,
so this seemed like where I
could help out," said Hoek-
stra.
Hoekstra's family has
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been surrounded by Dordt for
many years. After moving to
ioux ~nr~~'HlIII!I!""""--
stra worked at Dordt for three
years, in town for nine years,
and then at Dordt again as
Provost of the college.
"Our lives have always
been intertwined with Dordt
ever since we moved here,
and we love it," said Hoek-
stra.
Look forward to the inau-
guration of President Hoek-
stra, the fourth president of
Dordt College, on Oct. 19.
Attemped abductions in Sioux County raise "Stranger Danger" awareness
Danielle Richards
Staff Writer
The first of several "Strang-
er Danger" alerts, issued by
Sioux County Sheriff's De-
partment, said that a "60-70
year old man" approached
grade school students in Spen-
cer, Iowa, in an attempt to
abduct them. This and other
recent suspicious activity in
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and around Sioux County has
raised the eyebrows of com-
munity member and students
alike.
The news of such suspi-
cious activity reached Dordt
by way of a bulletin sent by
Interim Dean of Campus Life,
Robert Taylor. Since this an-
nouncement, no one has been
arrested or apprehended for
attempted abduction in the
Sioux County area.
Although there have been
no arrests for this crime as of
yet, the Sioux County Police
Department has been "doing
their best to catch this guy,"
said Jack Brundell, a part-
time police officer at the Sioux
County Police Department and
recent graduate of Dordt Col-
lege.
"It is really hard now be-
cause everyone is so alert that
people think they see [him]
everywhere," Brundell ex-
plained. "In one day there are
reports of this man being spot-
ted in one end of the county
one minute, and then at the
other end the next minute. We
at the Sioux Center police de-
partment take this matter very
seriously and take every report
ofthis man seriously as well."
Because so many residents
are aware of these reports,
several false spottings and ac-
cusations have occurred. On
September 12, police were
falsely informed that a teenag-
er had been abducted in Lyon
County. Similarly, on Septem-
ber 20, a grade school teacher
in Lyon County noticed a ve-
hicle matching the suspicious
driver's vehicle description
leaving the grade school park-
ing lot. A few hours later po-
lice reported that the vehicle
spotted had been "a grandpar-
ent dropping a grandson off at
the school."
Dordt students have had
mixed reactions to the bulletin.
"I was definitely surprised,"
said senior Jonny Grotenhuis,
a business administration ma-
jor. "I wasn't expecting to
hear something like that. [It
was] especially sketchy be-
cause it happened in several
different towns."
Like Grotenhuis, most stu-
dents were concerned about
the events because of the con-
servative nature of northwest
Iowa. Some students, howev-
er, were not as surprised.
"I understand that it is
a dangerous and sad situa-
tion," said senior Kyra Kats,
psychology major. "[I know]
we have to be careful of this
creeper, but coming from a big
city, this happens all the time.
The amount of awareness that
has been raised because ofthis
situation goes to show just
how small a town we are in."
Because of these recent
events, parents and law en-
forcement alike have stressed
public safety for both children
and adults. Almost every po-
lice report concerning these
suspicious encounters have
"stranger danger" tips for
adults to pass on to children.
Sheriff Dan Altena suggests
not to linger in isolated areas
and to be aware of the vehicles
around you.
Further information about
the attempted abductions can
be found on www.siouxcoun-
tysheriff.com.
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"Water Project": Not about saving water?
Kelly Zatlin
Head Editor
The question, "What is
the purpose of the Water
Project?" seems to be flur-
rying around the campus re-
cently, as 475 students from
a variety of different courses
are required to participate in
the project. The "Water Proj-
ect" is more about students
learning to work together
while applying their specif-
ic area of study to a similar
problem, rather than to find
a Nobel Peace Prize winning
solution to the world's glob-
al water problem.
Professor Nathan Tintle,
statistics professor and the
faculty leadership represen-
tative for this challenge, ex-
plained that this project has
little to do with water. While
he recognizes water as an
important issue around the
world, it is merely the topic
of this mass-group project.
"You know, it's funny,
this project has been dubbed
"the Water Project" -- but it
really has almost nothing do
with water ... We designed
most of this entire project
before we decided the focus
would be on water. Water is
really only a vehicle to ac-
complish some other really
important stuff," said Tintle.
The idea for a project like
this came about when sev-
eral professors, Dr. Tintle
being one of them, became
concerned that students were
not given the opportunity to
apply their majors to differ-
ent disciplines.
"Our fear is that when all
you experience in our classes
is that single discipline, you
miss out on learning how to
solve real problems, which
are messy and hard and, most
importantly, are going to re-
quire you to interact with,
talk with, and work with a
bunch of people who don't
think like you," said Tintle.
Professor Tony Jelsma,
who is faculty representative
for Biology, has the same
sentiments. "The whole idea
behind it is to get students
thinking outside their specif-
ic course and realizing that
life's problems are really a
lot broader than simply their
course-related thing. It's a
different type of pedagogy."
On Monday, Septem-
ber 17, about 475 students
gathered together in the B.J.
Haan auditorium for the
kick-off of the Water Project.
Tim Dekker, an engineer and
water consultant from Mich-
igan, was the main speaker
for the event.
Dekker's presentation,
titled "Just, Equitable, and
Sustainable Access to Clean
Water," dealt with many
of the contributing fac-
tors that have an impact on
the world's water problem.
A few of those contribut-
ing factors are population
growth, climate, energy, and
geopolitics.
While some students who
attended the mass meet-
ing were "tweeting" and
"hash tagging" reasons for
why they opposed partrci-
pating in the water project,
some students were slightly
more willing to become a
part of the issue.
Student Herman Hofman,
who has to be a part of the
water project for his Food
Science course, said "I think
the water project is an edu-
cational opportunity for stu-
dents to develop problem
solving skills while working




see the project as a sort of
marketing tool for Dordt.
"It'll be a great opportunity
for Dordt College to market
itself and it will definitely
look good on professors' re-
sumes to have been involved
in a project like this. Not that
there is anything wrong with
this, I mean it's good eco-
nomics."
The professors in charge
of this project want students
to know that this is not ex-
tra work in addition to their
course, despite popular be-
lief, but that it takes the place
of term papers and research
projects that they would typ-
ically be doing.
"I don't really see this as
'extra' work; it is part of the
course you are taking," said
Tintle. "I can't underscore
that enough; this is part of a
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course that you are enrolled
in-the professor is requir-
ing it."
Though it's not necessari-
ly expected that students will
solve the entire global water
problem, the professors do
expect good to come from
it, whether that is spreading
plausible ideas across the
globe, or learning how to
work with others in different
fields of study.
"We must learn to com-
municate with the person
who has a different disciplin-
ary background or life expe-
rience than us if we're really
going to make a difference
[in] whatever we are called
to do; again, not 'just water'
here," said Tintle.




will begin major renova-
tions starting in the spring
of 2013, and while the
building has had minor
renovations since its com-
pletion in 1979, the next
project will fundamen-
tally transform the layout
of the campus by joining
the Classroom and Science
Building together.
"The first step is to
change the way we think
of science with geography
by ending our isolation
(in the building). Many
people think 'here are the
sciences. This is where
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science is done, '" Ethan
Brue, a professor of engi-
neering said. "You need to
be more than a scientist in
today's society. You need
to communicate and be a
writer too. The days of the
science nerd are done. We
need to be broader."
Renovations are tak-
ing place because the five
major sciences at Dordt,
engineering, nursing, ag-
riculture, chemistry, and
math, have doubled in
size. Despite the growth of
the departments, the con-
struction plan will be ex-
ecuted in a way that will
allow students to continue
their classes without fear
of losing valuable space.
The road between the
science building and com-
puter services will be torn
up, allowing the two build-
ings to become connected.
Students will be able to
walk from the Classroom
Building to the Science
Building without stepping
foot outside, which will be
a good thing come winter.
"The project will start,
hop'efully, next spring. You
will see some people start
working during the school
year, but it will pick up
once students leave," said
Brue. "We are still trying
to get a final design cost,
but we do have the archi-
tectural cost of the proj-
ect: $9 million, but that's
a rough value."
There are three phases
for the project. Phase one
will include the two story
connection between the
Classroom building and
the Science Building. The
major spot that will be
under construction during
this phase will be SB 101
which may be closed for a
semester. The second and
third phases will primarily
affect the lab areas.
"Once Phase One IS
over, we want to move
right into Phase Two and
Three, which can be tricky
with labs. We need to do
it as fast as we can in the
summer, but it might take
longer," said Brue. "I'm
more than optimistic that
excitement will flow dur-
ing the second and third
phase. "
Phase One will take
about 18 months to com-
plete. While Phase One is
being completed, nothing
will change for students
except for activities 10
S 101.
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Dordt College lives up to its "matchmaker" reputation yet again
Kristin Janssen
Staff Writer
Not only does Dordt have
a "ring by spring" reputation
within its walls, but it has
been dubbed as one of the
top "Matchmaker Colleges"
by CollegeXpress, a college
searching resource tool. The
ranking described Dordt and
other so-called romantic col-
leges, as "schools where stu-
dents find love."
Although specific statis-
tics about Dordt's current
number of engaged students
will not be available un-
til second semester, anyone
with a connection to Dordt
can testify to the fact that
many students find their
future spouse within the
Dordt community. Most en-
gagements happen after the
sophomore and junior years
of college, although smaller
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amounts of proposals even
occur during and after the
freshmen year of college.
Some of these engage-
ments occur between high
school sweethearts, but the
vast majority of those who
marry a fellow Dordt gradu-
ate met their spouse while at
Dordt.
Many of the engagements
between Dordt students also
occur on Dordt's campus,
possibly because the loca-
tion holds sentimental value,
from the couple's first Dordt
walk through the prairie to
dorm room movie dates in
the frigid Iowa winter.
One of the most recent
couples to get engaged on
Dordt's campus is Ben De-
Ruiter and Alli Hogan, both
juniors. DeRuiter, a Ripon,
California, native and so-
cial work major, said he and
Hogan, a Denver native and
sports management major,
met sophomore year. Hogan
quickly corrected her fiance,
saying they met freshmen
year, but didn't start hanging
out until sophomore year.
Regardless of the newly
engaged couples' first meet-
ing, the two dated for about
II months before DeRuiter
popped the question one
Monday night earlier this
month, in an extravagant
proposal that the campus,
and especially Hogan, won't
forget.
Perhaps DeRuiter felt he
needed to propose in an es-
pecially elaborate way to
make up for the couple's first
date, which consisted of din-
ner at Outback Steakhouse
and watching Goldmember.
DeRuiter's opinion of the
night was that it wasn't "a
romantic night, but oh well."
Hogan agreed, "It wasn't
anything grand."
However, describing the
proposal, Hogan had a dif-
ferent opinion: "Whoever
gets engaged next better step
up their idea because that
[DeRuiter's proposal] was
really good in my opinion,
but maybe that's because it
was for me." So what was
this bar-setting proposal?
If you missed all of the
commotion behind South-
view and East of Kuyper that
Monda ight; ou . ed
out on a chaotic scene of
setup and a breath-takingly
adorable proposal, followed
by pounding on Kuyper
windows, crowds of friends
rushing in for hugs, and
even a small fireworks dis-
play, lighting up the sky over
Southview's greenspace.
DeRuiter said the pro-
posal was a combination of
ideas from his mom, sister,
and friends, but had been
brewing since July. The
diamond ring came from
Hogan's grandma, so DeRu-
iter had bought the setting
in California and brought it
back to Iowa to get it sel.
Several hours of preparation
were put in by DeRuiter and
Hogan's friends the night of
the grand proposal.
Hogan, on the other hand,
was clueless. "I honestly
had no idea," Hogan said. "I
was doing homework in my
room, and everybody else
knew."
While Hogan was work-
ing on her homework, some
of DeRuiter's friends burst
into her Southview apart-
ment, demanding she peer-
edit one of their papers. In-
stead of presenting a paper,
though, the friends played
a Youtube video for Hogan.
The video was a remake of
"God Gave Me You," created
and recorded by a few more
of DeRuiter's friends.
DeRuiter's friends also
had "I love you" printed in
utch on-tl",~ ............. r-tl~_"8tud<om'8"iimHl_.,lI.-----,=",.,..--...; I
shirts, a phrase DeRuiter fre-
guently texted Hogan. When
she noticed their shirts, Ho-
gan said, "I knew something
must be up."
When the song finished
playing, DeRuiter's friends
told Hogan to look out her
window. Hogan looked and
was shocked to see DeRuiter
standing in the middle of a
huge heart made up of over
500 Styrofoam cups with
glow sticks. In the middle
of the heart, the cups spelled
out, "Be my 4ever."
Hogan quickly left South-
view, only to find dozens of
students and friends crowd-
ing around the building,
waiting for her entrance.
She met DeRuiter in the
center of the Styrofoam-cup
heart, and he "did his thing
and got down on one knee,"
said Hogan.
Hogan said yes. DeRu-
iter says, "It was worth it,"
and the couple now joins the
long list of engaged couples
at Dordl.
So if you're a student at
Dordt and currently single,
or at least not engaged yet,
don't lose hope. Be en-
couraged by DeRuiter and
Hogan's story, and know
that your future Mrs. or Mr.
might have passed you on
the sidewalk this morning.
And if you graduate without
that special someone by your
side, remember that Dordt's
not the only place "where
Do students notice the changes in The Commons?
Lauren Bird
Staff Writer
Though the Dordt Col-
lege Commons has two new
co-owners this year who
are changing some things
up and taking on new re-
sponsibilities, some stu-
dents have yet to recognize
any changes from previous
years.
Jeremy VanDenBerg and
Mike Ochsner have taken
over the business of run-
ning the Commons. Both
men are Dordt gtaduates
and had plenty of experi-
ence working in the Com-
mons when they were stu-
dents at Dordt.
VanDenBerg, known
to many simply as "Jer,"
had been a partner in the
business for the past three
years, mainly managing
the financial aspects of the
business. However, when
the past owner decided
to move on, VanDenBerg
stepped up to the plate and
took over managing the
food quality and prepara-
tion. Ochsner, his partner,
is now in charge of the fi-
nances. Both feel that God
is leading them down this
path of service.
"It's my calling," Van-
DenBerg said. "It's easy to
get up in the morning and
go to work. I really enjoy
it. "
As a result of the new
management, several
changes have been made
in the Commons. The main
change is the food they
serve on Friday nights.
The menu is now one that
VanDenBerg calls "things
you'd find if you went out
to eat." This includes hav-
ing wings, ribs, pizza, and
turkey legs for students.
"We're trying to have
more variety and we're try-
ing new things this year,"
VanDenBerg said.
They are also in charge
of the Defender Grille.
They decided to open the
Grille earlier than in past
years to appeal to upper-
classmen and people in-
volved in sports and fine
arts programs.
Most students tend to
be happy with the changes
that have been made this
year. Sophomore Eliza-.
beth Riley said, "I like that
they're trying new things
and I've noticed they've set
things differently, too. The
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only thing I would change
if I could would be to have
fresher fruits and vegeta-
bles."
Sophomore Sam De
Groot has a different opin-
ion. "I feel as though it
hasn't really changed," De
Groot said, "What they
do in the Commons works
though."
If any other students
have opinions they'd like
to share, VanDenBerg and
Ochsner would like the stu-
dent body to know that they
have an open-door policy.•"We like hearing from stu-
dents," VanDenBerg said,
"We want to be approached
and we want to hear both
positive and negative com-
ments."
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Dordt is the start of a new chapter for freshmen Kristina HeflinStaff Writer
For many students at Dordt, the beginning of this semester was nothing truly special. They returned to classes and reunited with friends that were missed all sum-
mer, but no huge surprises were waiting when upon arrival. However, for afew hundred freshmen, this fall marked the beginning of a new life adventure. From
leaving horne for the first time, to adjusting to commons food, to realizing that an entire class hinges on two exams and a I3 page paper - there s a lot of adjusting





Name: Kassidy Van Voorst
Major: Exercise Science
Extracurricular Activities: Volleyball & Soft-
ball
From: Hull, Iowa
"I really love GIFT and Praise and Wor-
ship and how many opportunities there
are for that. I was also surprised by how
friendly everyone is ... I'm from Chicago,
and that's not how it is. My roommate and I
went potluck, and we get along so well; it's
amazing how well we get along ... we're like
sisters practically, and we've only known
each other a month. I do miss pizza, though.
Chicago style. But it's good to get away
and be on your own. It's a good opportunity
for me."
"Dordt was my very last choice (for college). I
hated hearing about 'Dordt warts.' After basket-
ball season of my senior year though, (Dordt vol-
leyball coach) Chad Henson came up and talked
to me. At that point I had no idea what I wanted
to do. I really liked the college visit though, and
I had that feeling that this where I was supposed
to be - and now I'm here. I love that you get to
meet new people, because in high school you just
had your friends and knew everyone. But 1hate
writing so many papers ... you get sick of it."
Name: Heidi Tubergen
Major: Speech Pathology
Extracurricular Activities: Job at Fareway
From: Doone, Iowa
"I really love working with kids. All through
high school I babysat every weekend. I love
working with kids; that kind of made my deci-
sion ... to be a speech pathologist. I decided on
Dordt a month before school started. Otherwise
I was going to Liberty University in Virginia.
Being so far from home though, I decided it
wouldn't be best. Sometimes I wish I went to
Liberty, but I think it's going pretty well here. I
love how friendly everybody is. I really enjoy
Praise and Worship, chapels, and GIFT. I even
really like my math class a lot."
International Introduction: Netherlands Style
For years, international students have felt blessed to call Dordt horne. However, language, other cultural barriers, and even apathy, often prevent these
students from being warmly welcomed into the Dordt student community. In this new feature section, we hope to introduce the Dordt community to a
different international student each week with the hope of bridging the gap between international and non-international students that is often so evident




If you've ever wanted to
live in a musical, then spend
some time around the inter-
national students from the
Netherlands. You'll prob-
ably feel like your dreams
are coming true. Tom Lukas,
Gerald Oudman, and Johan
Ribberink are all students at
Dordt for part of this semes-
ter. Oudman, a 22-year-old
from Zwolle, said he (and his
two traveling companions)
especially enjoy singing.
. "We love to sing. When [he
last few words or phrases of a
sentence remind us of a song,
we sing! That's what we
do!" shared Oudman. Lu-
kas agreed, "That's what our
lives are based on."
Besides musically enter-
taining Dordt's campus this
semester, Lukas and Ribber-
ink are studying education
for a couple of months. Oud-
man is planning on complet-
ing his student teaching at
Sioux Center Christian after
the exchange program ends.
Ribberink, 20-years-old
and from Meppel, decided
to study at Dordt because he
wanted the "campus experi-
ence," and simply thought it
would be fun. Lukas agreed
that the campus experience is
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enjoyable. "Everybody lives
on campus," he said, "that's
something I like most. You
can hang out with everybody
all the time. You don't have
to go somewhere far away,
like Never Never Land." Lu-
kas and Oudman echoed sim-
ilar feelings. All three are el-
ementary education majors,




move to Sioux Center is a
little more complicated than
Lukas' and Ribberink's.
When asked why he came
to Dordt to study, Oudman
replied, "Lexi, duh." Lukas
and Ribberink laughed and
agreed.
Two years ago Oudman met
Lexi Elgersma, now a Dordt
graduate and teacher at Sioux
Falls Christian, when she was
on the SPICE program in the
Netherlands. Elgersma is the
youngest daughter of Dordt's
English professor Bill El-
gersma. Although all three
exchange students currently
live in Dordt's undergradu-
ate dormitories, Oudman will
stay with the Elgersma family
during his student teaching.
Besides girls and teaching
experiences, the three Dutch
students appreciate additional
things about being at Dordt.
All three are enjoying the so-
cial aspect of campus. If you
haven't met them on cam-
pus, you probably haven't
spent enough nights in 55th
Avenue, one of their favorite
places to socialize. Oudman
can also be found joining the
Dordt soccer team at practice
every day, and Ribberink and
Lukas joined an intramural
soccer team last week.
Sports are definitely some-
thing the three students enjoy
about life at Dordt College,
but bicycling is one that has
had its challenges for Oud-
man. 'The seat of my bicycle
disappeared," he shared. "I
guess someone stole it or is
trying to be funny, but it isn't
funny." For now, Oudman
joins Ribberink and Lukas
riding around Sioux Center
with no bicycle seat.
The three musical ex-
change students also miss
certain Dutch foods. "I miss
my chocolate sprinkles," said
Ribberink, "Casey's Bakery
has them, but they are just so
expensive." Oudman's least
favorite part about Dordt is
the commons, "but that's
pretty obvious," he added.
In addition to missing
seats and sprinkles, Rib-
berink and Lukas think the
classes are difficult to enjoy
because the level seems too
low for them. Although they
believe this may be because
they are seniors at home, they
also find it strange that fresh-
men through seniors may be
in some of their courses.
Overall, Lukas, Oudman,
and Ribberink are enjoying
their time at Dordt. They
find the community friendly,
free refills enjoyable, and en-
courage the rest of campus
to welcome them by simply
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Where: The Netherlands. munity and fellowship is re-
When: Last semester. It's 2:30 ally possible. Think about it:
a.m. in America. It's about who are your closest friends?
10:30 a.m. here in the Nether- The ones that you're afraid
lands. I'm munching on some will condemn your life choic-
cheese and bread with nothing es, or the ones who will be
. but saliva to wash it down~ open and honest and love you
too late for coffee, too early regardless? Some of the best
for a beer. I watch the "Thirsty friends I've had were made
Thursday" tweets roll in as I last semester, not only because
sit in class. I experience the I spent so much time with
Dordt students YOLO stories them, but because I could be
as they get some sort of green completely honest with them
Ryan Lapadula fever and walk home saying d exoect the same i
Can expect the same in return,olumnist how that was the "best one Jennifer Van Der Hoek and we were in a place where
BBQ:Stemmingjivmtheword yet." Come ten hours later, Columnist we were allowed to do that.
"barbacoa" in the WestIndies. It the exact same students will Sure, being honest isn't the
means to cook meat over an open be tweeting about their head- You're ashamed of being easiest thing to do in life, but
flame. Thereforefor you sticklers aches and skipping class be- friends with us?" Of course if you're always doing what's
out there, in this article the words cause they went "so hard." I'm not ashamed; I just don't easiest, if you're always com-
"BBQ" and "grilling" are syn- Approach the same students want to be judged, especially pletely comfortable, you're
onymous. in class and ask them how their by my grandma or worse, doing something wrong.
Well,summer is dwindlingand Thursday night was, and I bet Dordt College. Maybe this I'll be the first to admit
everyone can practically hear the one of two things will happen: hits home for you, considering what a blast "Thirsty Thurs-
snow laughing mischievously as either they'll tell you "fine" word around this joint spreads day" is and how much I love a My family is hosting a for-
it approaches. It seems that this is and walk away, or they'll like wildfire and always seems good beer, and I hope I won't eign exchange student and he's
about the time when the major- avoid the question completely. to come back 10 times worse be the last. This is where we staying, yup, you guessed it. ..
ity of students tend to wane their Why? than reality. get our hypocritical rep uta- in my room. I've only met him
outdoor activities as ifbracing for I'm not sure about how It's a messed up world we tion. Here we are living one once, but he was very nice, so
winter.STOP IT! you were brought up, taught live in, and here we are, pur- way, hiding it from the world, I'm sure he'll treat my room
To soak up the final remnants at Dordt College, or learned suing various life paths, each and then judging the people well. His name is Eric, he's
of summer,some girls are going to from life experiences, but of us longing to become stron- who are doing the same things from China, and he loves to
go lie on the grass and read maga- in my short 21 years of life, ger in our love for Christ and but choosing to own up to it. swim!
zines in short-shortsand tanksjust I've learned two things about for others. If this is the truth What I decided last semester: Since he loves to swim, my
to make their presence known to this: People are going to talk we're seeking, then why are people who demonstrate that family got him a membership at
the males. And the dudes will be whether you're doing bad or we forced to hide so much of unconditional love of Christ the YMCA and he swims there
out behind SouthviewandKuyper good, and hiding who you our lives in fear of judgment that are called to share with almost every afternoon when
playingUltimateFrisbeewith their are and what you do will hurt and humiliation? At a place others aren't going to spread school gets out. One morning,
shirtsoff-failing to gain an ounce you and your relationships far like Dordt, where so much rumors about my life because my mom reminded him that my
of attentionfrom the women. worse than honesty will. emphasis is put on community, of what they see and hear brother Nathan would pick him
Youwant real community out- Explaining to my Dutch you'd think honesty would be about me. And the people who up at 5:30 p.m., so he should be
side? I got three letters for you: friends why they weren't al- appreciated a bit more than it are should probably take a step ready and waiting by the door.
BBQ. There is no better way to lowed to post certain pictures is. In reality, a place like this, back and look at their own life That afternoon, Nathan ar-
enjoy the lastmoments of warmth on my Facebook was a joke where we have to disguise so before sharing stories they just rived at the Y and Eric was not
like being outside while cooking to them. "So you're ashame much, Prn not-sure-true om- assume abeut rninee at the door. Eric doesn't have
meat over an open flame. Food of what you're doing here? cell phone and Nathan doesn't
brings people together - Fact f--------------------------------------j have a pass, so he couldn't
Meat tastes betterwhen it has been T check to see if Eric was in the
cooked by fire-Fact. And dudes, rust locker room. Eventually, they
put your shirts back on because paged him and Eric came out
showing the ladies that you can Every summer, thousands drowners, I noticed how this fifteen minutes later, amazed.
BBQ will get you all the attention of crazy and slightly men- young child gripped his dad, "This is good system, very good
you can handle-FACT! tally unstable college stu- knowing, without a doubt in system!" Eric said. Of course
With BBQ, you can be close dents decide to forego sound his mind, that his dad was it was a good system, for him!
to all your buds without being economic advice and spend going to keep him safe. In an Now he wouldn't have to worry
crowded in a kitchen. You can two to three months work- unknown, scary position, this about checking a clock or for-
leave your cooking station to ing with youth of all ages at young child held on to what getting what time it was; they
throw the footballaroundorjust sit various summer camps. I am he knew would keep his head could just page him when it was
back and kick it.You can eat out- one of those crazy and, ad- above water - what he knew time to go!
side, soaking in the Creationwhile mittedly, more-than-slightly would keep him from harm This can be applied to our
raging all over that double-patty mentally unstable people. and lead him to safety. relationship with God. We
burger, chicken wings, ribs, or Yes, your beloved and (as- Watching this, I was shouldn't page God every time
whatever you desire. Doesn't that sumed) favorite columnist reminded of Proverbs 3:5-6, we have a problem, or every
sound better than sitting in some spent his summer playing which states, "Trust in the time we need something ... we
cookie-cutter apartment, convinc- ridiculous games, rolling Alex Updike Lord with all your heart, and should be connecting with him
ing yourself that those GreatValue down hills, shoving more Columnist lean not on your own under- all the time. He's not a vending
noodles taste fine with that jarred grapes in his mouth than standing. In all your ways ac- machine. God yeams for us to
spaghettisauce? middle-schoolers, and living you ever drown in my gener- knowledge Him, and he will havearelationshipwithhirnand
What's beautiful about BBQ with a stuffed-animal. And al vicinity while I'm holding make your paths straight." not just page him in emergency
is that the simpler it is, the better. yes, I'm one of those crazy a lifeguard tube. When we are in unsettling, situations.
All you need is meat, two sides students who comes back The point of that nerve-wracking, pant-wet- Matthew 7:7 says, "Ask and
(chipsand potato salad), and some with "this is what happened story is this: As I was guard- ting situations, we will nat- it will be given to you; seek and
drinks, and you've got yourself a to me at camp" stories. And ing the lives of young chil- urally reach out to that in you will find; knock and the
psrty. Imagine standing at the grill yes, I'm going to share one dren one day, I observed a which we find comfort. But door will be opened to you."
-your altar-armed with a spstula of them with you right now. young'un, probably 3 or 4 what is that for you? Just like God is always with us, ready
or a pair of tongs, smoke licking And yes, I do quite enjoy years old, preparing to jump this toddler gripping his fa- to give us answers and provide
yourfaceandcausingyoutoglis- parallelism in my writing. off the diving board. Now ther, knowing that he would us with everything we need, as
ten with perspiration in the sun, Anywho, whilst at before you go off on some keep him safe, do we go to long as we are willing to spend
and realizing that what you are camp this summer, I had humanistic rant on why lour Heavenly Father, who time with Him daily.
doing at that moment isjoining in the opportunity to become a let a 4-year-old jump off the has promised us safety, love, God calls on us too. In II
on the laughter and love between genuine certified lifeguard. diving board, let me tell you and good in our lives? All of Timothy 1:9 it says, "He has
friends united by food, by the sun Of course, this ended up be- that his dad was waiting for us face situations where we saved us and called us to a holy
in the sky,and by the fresh air with ing quite the task, due espe- him in the pool. In fact, his need help, situations where life-not because of anything
the perfume of smoke lingering in cially to the imposing stature dad is really the fulcrum on we realize that our own we have done, but because of his
yournosttils. and intimidating personality which this entire story bal- strength and power are just own purpose and grace." God
Do it. Seriously. Get ten of of my certification instructor ances. You see, this little guy not going to get the job done. has called us to do his work; we
your friends together and round who, quite honestly, could moseyed up to the edge, took Jesus has promised us that obey him by responding to that
up whatever you want to cook It probably bench more than a couple practice bounces, if we trust Him and forget call and working to further His
might sound like I'm joking, but me ... and she was a wom- and just jumped right off that about worrying, about what kingdom, And we know that
I'm not. If you haven't experi- an! But after nearly drown- diving board into the arms of makes sense to us, then He God will always be with us to
enced the magic that a BBQ psrty ing while holding a brick on his waiting father. And once will set our paths straight. help and guide us.
can create, then I truly pity you. my stomach, swimming a he got to his dad, he was And if! remember right, that Be in daily communication
And no, the cookouts you've had crap-ton, and hypothetically NOT going to let go of him. straight path is the one that with God; he will answer when
YOU "page."at yourpsrents' house don't count. saving my friends about 50 As I sat there, watching this leads to eternal life. Turns
Put on your own cookout with times, I can now say I am progress and ignoring the out we don't have to do it all
your closest friends.Youwon't be certified to save you should other swimmers/potential by ourselves after all.
disappointed.









Cross Country focuses on team performance
Justin Pastoor
Sports Editor
After sending the men's
team and now sophomore
Renee Buikema to Van-
couver, Washington for
the National Champion-
ship last year, both the
men and women '8 cross
country teams look to ex-
pand on that success this
season.
The women's team
started off with a pre-
season rank of 15th in the
national poll. Since then,
they have had a few strong
races and have moved up
two spots to number 13.
While they don't seem to
have a clear cut front run-
ner, they boast one of the
athletically deepest teams
Coach Greg Van Dyke has
had in his seven years of
coaching.
"We have a lot of depth
which is exciting because
the focus is on team per-
formance rather than in-
dividual successes," said
--
women '5 captain Merissa
Harkema. "We have some
strong packs to run in and
can rely on each other for
motivation and support. I
feel that the cohesiveness
and servant-attitude of
the team this year is the
best of any team I have
been on."
The men's team gained
some national attention as
well as they were able to
receive votes to be placed
in the top 25. After put-
ting In anywhere from
300-500 miles of running
during the summer, the
men are looking to make
a strong end season push.
"Right now we're defi-
nitely in the 'building'
stage. We're really push-
ing ourselves with hard
workouts and high mile-
age," said men '8 cap-
tain Ryan Tholen. "Since
we're at a different train-
ing stage, it's not so easy
to see where we stack
up against our competi-
27 September 2012
tion. But we're looking to
come on strong as the sea-
son progresses.
The main theme that
both teams have really
been trying to stress this
year is the idea of team-
work, which might not be
the first thing that comes
to mind when talking
about a running event.
Support is going to be
needed as they enter some




As part of this weekend's Alumni Weekend festivities, football and volleyball are
hosting significant conference home games. In addition, the lacrosse team will also
be playing its first game of the year in its annual alumni game.
The sporting events begin with a football game I :00 p.m. on Saturday as the
Defenders look for their first win of the year against Briar Cliff. The Briar Cli ff
Chargers are also in search of its first victory of the season after dropping contests
to Doane, Graceland University, Dakota Wesleyan and Hastings. Dordt looks to get
on the winning side of things after dropping contests to Waldrof, Hastings, Mid-
land, and Concordia.
Immediately following the football game, the lacrosse team will be playing its
annual alumni game, pitting current players against past. Game time is set for 4:00
p.m. on the soccer field near the softball diamonds, just north of the football field.
At 5:00 p.m., the women's volleyball team takes on Doane in this season's first
"black-out" match of the season. The Defender women have won their last six
matches and look to continue that trend in an important conference match.
of the toughest trauung
they have yet to face.
Coach Van Dyke started
off their season thinking
about the passage Mark
10:45: "For even the Son
of Man did not come to be
served, but to serve, and
give his life as a ransom
for many."
"As Christians, it's
our calling to be servant-
minded and servant-heart-
ed. Our focus is to serve
each other as teammates
and serve those we come
in contact with through-
out the season," said Van
Dyke.
Both teams have the
GPAC Championships on
Nov. 3 at McCook Lake,
South Dakota, and then
hope to be running at the
NAIA National Champi-
onships on Nov. 17.
What is the first thing yo
would ebange at Dordt.
Lower tuition
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So you think you can dance? Students answer with a resounding
H nah DeVries choreographers work with stu- my comfort zone," said senior
Sfaff Writer dents on the pieces that will be Sarah Kahanic. "At first it was
performed the night of RUSH. a little intimidating trying out
Senior Emily McFarland, a for a dance show at our rival
two-time participant in RUSH, college, but the students at
described it as "a fun-packed Northwestern are very friendly
showcase of talent, different and the choreographers are just
genres of dance, and creativity, happy to have more dancers
all rolled into a predominantly they can work with."
Northwestern production." At the end of the day, the
Alex Updike, a senior and dance itself isn't what partici-
criminal justice and psychol- pants rememberthe most. "The
ogy major, called it "a student- dancing was really fun, but
organized, student-produced, what was even greater [were]
and student-led dance produc- the friendships that I devel-
tion which encourages partici- oped," said Updike, who has
pation from dancers of all abil- participated in RUSH for two
ity levels." years. "Believe it or not, there
One of the best parts of the ARE cool people at Northwest-
show, participants will agree, em, and to this day, I still hang
is that you don't have to have out with some of the members
any previous dance experience of my first dance."
to join. "Even if you don't "The people in that dance
think you can dance, that's not became some of my very close
an issue," Miguel Lanten, a se- friends that I still keep in touch
nior, emphasized. with two years later," McFar-
At the same time, learn- land added.
ing a new style of dance with Getting to know people
people you've never met can along with a new dance was a
be intimidating. "It's been a highlight for Stephanie Black,
chance for me to get outside agri-business major.
"yes!"
Students from Dordt will
be joining their Northwestern
teammates next week Thurs-
day through Saturday as they
participate in RUSH, one of
the greatest dance events of
the season. And not just be-
cause Dordt and Northwestern
students are teaming together
to perform.
RUSH is a student-run show
that takes place at Northwest-
ern College, featuring teams
made of a mix of Dordt and
Northwestern students. They
will perform dances choreo-
graphed by Northwestern stu-
dents that include a variety of
genres, such as hip-hop, lyri-
cal, contemporary, lindy hop,
modem, tribal, and musical
theater.
Students audition at North-
western a few weeks before
the performance, and are put
into specific groups doing spe-
cific dance styles according
to their strengths. From there,
Photo by Aanna Stadem
"I enjoyed getting to know dents."
people from Northwestern, Kahnic and Lanten will be
and had a blast performing performing the song "Feel
salsa with everyone else. All Good Inc." by The Gorillaz,
the other dancers were really in a style that combines ele-
fun to hang out with off stage ments of krump, hip hop, and
and on." swing. Updike is dancing the
"It's not about being per- lindy hop.
feet," said Kahanic. "Although The performances are
you'd be amazed at how good Thursday, September 27 at
the team can get in such a 7:30 and 9:00 p.m.; Septem-
short time. It's about express- ber 28 at 7:30 and 9:00 p.m.;
ing yourself and having a great and Saturday, September 29 at
time dancing with other stu- 4:00,7:30, and 9:00 p.m.
The Canons of Dordt are irresistibly graceful Heroes and villians battle for the stage
sing can surely attest to just
how non-girly it truly is. "In all
honesty," Kuipers stated, "the
sound of a male choir is strong
Dordt College is known for a and powerful and pretty impres-
variety of reasons. For instance, sive."
when one mentions Dordt, the Admittedly, by this point you
idea of matrimony seems to au- still may not be convinced that
tomatically associate itself with joining The Canons is the "cool"
our small marriage mill. ,nOdf._.t:th~in=to d Sure, The Canons,
course, one eannot-leok beyo accordmg to Kuipers as we
Dordt's extreme Dutch-ness or as the lovely posters hanging
habitually successful volleyball around) can help any man woo
and basketball programs either. the ladies gallivanting around
On the other hand, one involved campus, but it is truly more than
in the arts may tend to ruminate that. Praising God, camaraderie,
on the 63 choirs we have avail- recreating works of art, and hav-
able on campus. And among the ing fun are all, according to Kui-
throngs of these vocally supe- pers, reasons for the existence of
rior rings, one group of delight- The Canons. This group of men,
fully original, yet still talented though, ismore than j ust a group
young men - The Canons. of random guys singing random
The Canons are, according to songs for random reasons. The
leader Peter Kuipers, "men who Canons is a way for Christian
enjoy singing and the camara- men to be in community with
derie built through choir." "Too each other, praising God and
often," Kuipers told me, "guys using the talents given to them
tend to grow up with the as- by Him to spread His word, be
sumption that singing is a girly a light to others, and have tim
thing to do simply because they while doing it. The Canons are
don't see many older men sing- doing their part to bring every
ing (or they don't understand square inch of Dordt's campus
their vocal change)." But any- and community under the shin-
one who has heard a male choir
ing light of Christ.
Now, by this point, the ex-
tremely advanced rhetorical
methods and seamless transi-
tions between pathos and logos
within this article have probably
.convinced each and every man
out there to join The Canons.
Well luckily for you, joining is
as sim Ie as showing u . The
Canons meet on Wedlles ay
nights at 9 p.m. in the choir
room (ME116 behind the B.J.
Haan), singing everything from
hymns, to barbershop pieces,
and, according to Kuipers, a
potential arrangement of a pop
song. Plus, I'm told that there
is a membership gift for those
who join. And if singing isn't
your thing, you can simply en-
joy The Canons as they partici-
pate in random acts of singing
across campus, and, hopefully,
show up at a future concert.
So whether you enjoy listen-
ing to manly singing, or would
never wish on anybody the pain
of hearing yourself belt out the
verses to "Amazing Grace," The
Canons is a great chance to be
in fellowship and community




Photo by Aanna Stadem
formed in the concert."Personally,
my favoritesong was Gladiator."
Although his favorite hero's
music, Spiderman, didn't get
played in the concert, Miedema
said he was very pleased with the
students' performances.
"I'm always so pleased the stu-
dents put so much of themselves
into it," saidMiedema. "Trying to
do a concert three weeks into the
school year could keep me up at
night if I really thought about it,
but theymake ithappen."
Typically,familieswith young-
er children "feel comfortable"
bringing their kids to the concert
because this concert's atmosphere
isn't very "highbrow," according
toMiedema
When asked about his favorite
music thatwas performed,Miede-
ma said, "I like the music of Lord•of the Rings because the music
always represents something go-
ing on" and also enjoyed The In-
crediblesbecause "I just think that
movie is hilarious."
The next concert is the Fall




In brightest day, in darkest
night, no musical note shall es-
cape their sight and let those who
sleptfear theirmight, beware their
skills,pop concert night!
With a nearly full house, The
Dordt CollegeOrchestra held their
annual Pop's Concert on Friday,
Sept 21 with the theme "Heroes
vs.Villains."
"Every year I always ask stu-
dents to come up with ideas for the
Pop's Concert. I take the sugges-
tions and they vote on them," As-
sistantProfessor ofMusic Bradley
Miedema said. 'There were two
other themes that were very close:
VideoGames orActionMovies."
Every section only has three
weeks to createtheir costumes and
perfect themusic. The actual prep-
aration takes place toward the end
of the previous school year when
the students vote for the theme in
the full and start creating posters
for the event
"I thought all of the concepts
were really fantastic this year,
compared to other years," said
senior Nathan Friend who per-
SALON & SPA
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Editors' Note
We would like to take a moment to introduce ourselves as the
current editors of the Dordt Diamond. We are Kelly Zatlin, Head
Editor, and Adam McDonald, Co-Editor.
Our goal this year is to publish a newspaper that is informative and
relevant to issues and events happening on campus. We also hope
to become a paper that takes a step off Dordt's campus in order
to localize major events taking place in God's world. Instead of
simply clipping the Pizza Ranch coupon, stay for a while and leam
what students and professors on campus are up to, what decisions
administration make, and what affects you directly as students, on
a national and local level. We appreciate feedback, so don't be shy;
shoot us an e-mail at diamond@dordt.edu. If there is a campus topic
or issue you would like us to report on, let us know so that we can
inform you to the best of our ability.
As an announcement, please take note that we failed to include
Brett Leyendekker on the "New Staff List" that was on the third
page of our previous Diamond issue.Mr. Leyendekker was hired
on this fall as the Assistant for Student Services, Tech Services,
and Computer Services. We apologize for any inconvenience or
confusion.
Also, please take time to visit our newly-launched, online
newspaper at www.dordtdiamond.wordpress.com.




Dordt College Crossword Puzzle:
Complied by Adam McDonald, Co-Editor
Take a moment tofill out our new crossword puzzle feature! ifyou've been here for a while, it
should befairly easy for you. Have fun!
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3.) The naked statue
9.) The Blades rink location
7.) The last name of the new president
10.) The newest residential building
OOWN
I.) The unofficial sport of Dordt
4.) The food hub
2.) The best place to take a Dordt Walk
5. Don't date before
6. The most recently retired English professor
8.) The new Denis




in a small fenced-in area.
You have no weapons and
only a flashlight with a
slowly dying battery. You
wander about aimlessly
looking for a way out
when you spot a small
piece of paper that says,
"You can't fun." Curious,
you grab it and stuff it in
your pocket only to be
greeted by the sound of
a faint heartbeat getting
closer and closer. There
is a faceless man hunting
you down for treading
where he slumbers, and
he wants nothing short of
your soul.
This IS the plot of
"Slender," the scariest
video game ever created.
The premise of the game is
to collect 8 pieces of paper
before the "Slenderman"
can find you. It sounds
silly and juvenile. What's
the scariest part? It's not
the music. It's not his
elongated arms. It's not




near you, the screen begins
to go fuzz, distorting the
environment and blocking
your view. It's in this
moment that you realize
he can be anywhere. If
you search for him, you'll
find him and you'll wish
you hadn't.




especially by JGN. IGN
(Imagine Games Network)
stated, "few horror games
thrust you directly into
the heart of fear."
Senior Nathan Scripps
shared my fears, stating,
"This game is absolutely
terrifying. I've watched
tons of Youtube videos of
people playing, but every
time I thought 'It can't
be that bad,' and when
I played it for the first
time, J finally understood
why everyone screamed."
Here is the best part.
The game is free. It's
released in the public
domain so all you have
to do is Google "slender
down load" and thrust
yourself into the depths of
terror. I did.
And I'm still shaking.
one time use only
not valid with other offers
valid only at Sioux Center Pizza Ranch
coupon valid:
09/1312012-10/13/201,
